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BLOOM’S TAXONOMY



• 1948 Convention of the 

American Psychological 

Association led Bloom and a 

group of educators to take the 

ambitious task of classifying 

educational goals and 

objectives.



Eventually, their framework became a   

taxonomy of three domains:

• The Cognitive Domain ( knowledge based 

domain, consisting of six    levels).

• The Affective Domain ( attitudinal based 

domain, consisting of five levels).

• The Psychomotor Domain ( skill based 

domain, consisting of six levels).



• Then  framework was then called Bloom’s 

Taxonomy which aims to motivate educators to 

focus on all three domains, creating a more holistic 

form of education.



Bloom’s Taxonomy
• Means of expressing  qualitatively different  kinds of  

thinking.

• Been adapted for classroom use as a planning tool.

• Continues to be one of the most universally applied 

models.

• Provides a way to organize thinking skills into six 

levels, from the most basic to the more complex levels 

of thinking.



Bloom’s Taxonomy
• 1990’s Lorin Anderson ( former student of Bloom ) revisited the cognitive level in the 

taxonomy.

• As a result, a number of changes were made.

Change in Terms                             

The taxonomy reflects different forms of              

thinking and thinking is an active process so

verbs were used rather than nouns .             



Change in Terms

The KNOWLEDGE category was renamed.

Evaluation 

Synthesis

Analysis

Application

Comprehension
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Bloom's taxonomy is a set of three 

hierarchical models used to classify 

educational 

learning objectives into levels of 

complexity and specificity. The 

three lists cover the 

learning objectives in cognitive, 

affective and sensory domains.
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